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Book Review
Alvarado, Manuel. Mexican Food and Drink. Franklin Watts, 1988. ISBN 0-531-18199-5.
$12.40. 48 pp.
One in a series of "Food and Drink" books, Mexican Food and Drink explores not only the
food and drink of Mexico, but also presents many interesting facts about Mexico-her culture,
citizenry and history. Accompanying color pictures and well-written recipes make this a
valuable supplement for a teacher or student reporting on Mexico and her customs, especially
in the food and drink category. The color illustrations have corresponding and descriptive text,
the map highlights major cities and mountain chains, and the recipes are authentic and wellwritten with good explanations of the one or two really unusual ingredients.
Mexican Food and Drink is fast paced, but informative reading. The author makes it clear
that foods arc Mexican and that Mole Poblano and Tacos are not part of every Spanish
speaker's diet. Other books in this series deal with food and drink for British, Chinese, French,
Greek, Indian, Italian, Japanese, Middle Eastern, North American, Russian and Spanish
people.
-Gabi Kupitz
Bunting, Eve. GJwst's Hour, Spook's Hour. Ticknor & Fields, 1987. ISBN 0-89919-484-2.
$14.95. 148 pp.
I imagine that everyone has been afraid of the dark at some time in their lives. GJwst's Hour,
Spook's Hour deals with a child's fears as he wakes in the middle of a stormy night, finds that
he cannot turn on his light, and his parents are not in their bed. As he searches through the
house, every noise is terrifying and every shadow threatening.
Every young child will enjoy the realism of the story and the imaginative illustrations that
bring the stbryto life. This is a picture book which can be a starting point for a discussion of
night fears.
-Kathe Homer
CoUodi, Carlo. E. Hardin, translator. The Adventures of Pinocchio. Illustrated by Roberto
Innocenti. Alfred A. Knopf, 1988. ISBN 0-394-82110-6. $18.95. 142 pp.
watt Disney was one of the great friends of children. For adults, however, he had an almost
iconoclastic quality; that is, while he did not smash other's images, he crowded them out. Even
his non-animated films are that way. After Slezak as crook, who can read Emil and the
Detectives? The only way that Lotti and Lori can survive after The Parent Trap is as a
completely separate story.
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Having seen the Disney Pinocchio in the late 1930's, I have never been able to read the
original Collodi. It always seemed too thin on the one hand, and idiotic on the other.
The story was originally published in Italian in 1882. This translation was completed by E.
Hardin in Australia in 1944. While I have not compared it to other translations, my memory
teIls me that it is superior.
Innocenti has created a Pinocchio in an Italian setting that is so compelling that for the first
time in 50 years, the Disney images are crowded out. Here is a puppet who is puppet-like which
makes his transition to a boy all the more wonderful. The "photograph" of Pinocchio and his
Daddy on the last page of the book shows that greatest possible change.
His pictures are densely detailed. They sweep the reader into the microcosm of nineteenth
century Italy. He is one of the rare artists who can support the author's story without ever
contradicting or overwhelming it. Nor is he a pinch-penny artist: he had prepared a full-page
illustration for the soon-lost dust jacket, on the back of which is a contrasting vignette that
reminds us that while minor externals of our world change, the harshness does not.
Perhaps one of the reasons that CoIlodi' s unsentimental tale has not been a favorite of mine
is its harshness. In our world, children, like Pinocchio, are at risk. In the under-developed
world, infant mortality and childhood disease are unacceptably high. In the over-developed
world, child abuse and drugs destroy like numbers of children. Against these realities Collodi
and Innocenti have something to say that, for all its pain, cannot be ignored.
-Thomas K. Hinckley

*

Conford, Ellen. Eugene the Brave. Little, Brown & Co., 1978. ISBN 0-316-15292-2. $11.45.
32 pp.
.. All of a sudden, for no reason at all, Eugene was afraid of the dark." Thus begins a terrific
tale of a young possum who is afraid of the dark.
"Eugene," said his father, "We sleep during the day and stay up during the night. How will
you learn to look for food and take care of a family of your own if you're afraid of the dark?"
Eugene's sister, Geraldine, decides she'll help him get over his fear. Her efforts only terrorize
him more. Then one night, Geraldine comes up with a sure-fire cure.
This is a delightful book, written on a second/third grade reading level, that explores a
youngster's fear of the dark in a very perceptive and humorous manner.
-Kathe Homer
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Crowther, Robert. Robert Crowther's Most Amazing Pop-Up Book of Machines. Penguin
Books, Inc., 1988. ISBN 0-670-82339-2. $14.95. Unpaginated.
There are pop-ups and good pop-ups, and this book is definitely the latter. All of the drawings
are technically correct, which is a plus. The paper engineering is imaginative and interesting.
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Were that all, this would be a good book, but in addition there is a zany humor. Birds and
earthwonns give social commentary and sass. There are phantom hands, cats, mice, and frizzy
blonds doing interesting things.
Being a British book, everything is right-hand drive, and the police siren had an accent
-Thomas K. Hinckley
Dalgliesh, Alice. The Lillie Wooden Farmer. Illustrated by Anita Lobel. Macmillan, 1968,
1988. ISBN 0-02-725590-5. $11.95. 30 pp.
The Little Wooden Farmer has been a much-loved story for young children since its fIrst
publication in 1930 if it has not been worn to bits by fond handling. In 1968, Macmillan
reissued it with cheerful (and enjoyable) illustration by Anita Lobcl-a delightful edition.
And in 1988, it's here again in the bright colors and patterns and joyous detail. There are the
little wooden farmer, his wooden wife, his neat wooden farmhouse ncar the river with the barn,
pigpen, sheep-cote, and dog kennel. And there's the friendly steamboat captain who helps
them fInd all the animals to live on the farm. It's a must for the youngest, but a delightful
addition to every young reader's experience.
-Carol V. Oaks
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Doty,JeanSlaughter. Yesterdays' Horses. Macmillan, 1985. ISBNO-02-733040-0. $9.95. 120

A

~

~

When Kelly rescues a very unusual looking horse from the mountains and brings it home
to her stable, she doesn't realize just what she has. Her mother, a veterinarian, has been very
busy fIghting a mysterious disease that has been killing horses in their valley. When she fmally
gets a look at the new horse, Zipper, she realizes that the filly looks exactly like the little horses
in prehistoric cave paintings. Zipper seems immune to the disease that is spreading so rapidly,
and may be the key to saving the other horses, including Kelly's own Rusty. Also, Kelly will
have to deal with the problem of protecting Zipper if her existence becomes known.
The author does a good job of detailing the methods a veterinarian uses in trying to isolate
and fmd a cure for an unknown disease, as well as the politics that go on in the world "horse
community" in trying to keep quiet the extent of such diseases.
This book should be very appealing to a wide range of young readers.
-Kathe Homer

Fict

George, Jean Craighead. Water Sky. Harper & Row Junior Books, 1987. ISBN 0-06-022199-2.
$11.89. 224 pp.
With the Alaskan coastal waters in the news recently, this adventure story may particularly
appeal to young readers this summer.
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Lincoln Noah Stonewright travels from New England to spend a few months in Alaska with
an Eskimo family who had once befriended his father. Lincoln's adventure proves to be a
process as well as an event. George has provided a rich backgrollnd of information about
Eskimos and whaling that helps move the story. The young visitor's personal beliefs about
saving the whales from extinction are challenged by the culture, needs and the traditions of the
Eskimo people.
Vincent Ologak, the old Eskimo whaling captain, believes firmly that a whale is coming to
Lincoln. And Lincoln must decide if he will be able to act, if and when the whale comes. The
small boats in the treacherous sea, and the ethnic and cultural differences teach Lincoln a great
deal about himself.
George has explored environmental issues and examined personal integrity in a moving and
exciting story.
-Jean Marshall
B+
10+
Nonfict

Gilbert, Sara D. Lend a Hand: The How. Where. and Why o/Volunteering. Morrow Junior
Books, 1988. ISBN 0-688-07247-X. $11.95. 160 pp.
Lend a Hand is a book for both the youth themselves and for the counselors and organizations
that are working with them. It' s a book to help channel young people into volunteer work. It
discusses the why's of volunteering: for young people to find something more to do; for them
to give but also gain; for them todo good for others as well as for themselves; asa way of trying
things out; and as a way of adding to their credentials. It also gives a taste of real life. As a
result, they can feel good, know themselves better, not feel powerless, and just have fun.
The book gives advice for helping to decide where and how the young person will do
volunteer work by asking what he or she does well, what he or she enjoys, what he or she wants
to learn, what he or she has always wanted to do, where he or she wants to be, whose company
he or she prefers, and what he or she wants to gain.
The book then gives specific places to volunteer and how to go about doing it. These places
are then listed under various categories: animals, arts and cultures, children, civil right and civic
issues, diseases and disabilities, drugs and alcohol, the elderly, hunger and homelessness,
illiteracy, international, nature and environment, politics and government, prisoners, teenagers. There ought to be a suggestion to fit anyone's interest and capability.
Lend a Hand would certainly be a useful book for any library or any leader of service groups.
-Elizabeth Wahlquist
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Grant,CynthiaD. Phoenix Rising , or lIow to Survive Your Lije. Atheneum, 1989. ISBNO-68931458-2. $14.95. 148 pp.
Phoenix Rising is a teen book about the death of a sibling. Aside from the missing love and
companionship, there are all of the unanswered questions and unsettled feelings between the
two sisters in this story. Jesse is tormented by her sister's death and is having terrible panic
attacks which cause her to withdraw further and further from real life as she finds she cannot
deal with her feelings.
When Jesse finds and reads Helen's last diary, she is finally able to put things in perspective
and handle herlife more successfull y. This book brings up some very real feelings about death,
both for the dying and for the survivors. The author discusses these feelings with honesty and
depth, and allows us a chance to consider the needs of people faced with both sides of this
situation.
-Kathe Homer

A+
6+
Fict

Greene,ConstanceC. Monday! Love You. Harper & Row, 1988. ISBNO-060-02205-0. $11.89.
170pp.
When Grace Smith was six-years-old she spent the summer in Atlantic City, and had a dear
friend, William, eight years of age. She remembers him always as her best-and-only-friend.
Now she is fifteen and overweight. Her parents do not know her heart or understand her,
and her mother's greasy cooking has caused her to balloon in size. She has few acquaintances
at school and no friends. One girl (the social leader of the group of "popular" ones) wounds
Grace's heart in a wickedly cruel way, leaving her with no self esteem at all.
After several weeks of silent suffering, Grace is able to pull herself together and visit her
school counselor, Ms. Govone, who offers friendly listening and comforting support. Ms.
Govone then helps Grace financially by hiring her, on weekends, to baby sit her two young,
adopted Korean orphans (Mack and Rosie). Having such a friend, and new opportunities,
helps Grace to make her way out of a malaise of hopeless and terrifying dreams into a calmer
world, giving her a more courageous and realistic outlook of what she can accomplish and
enjoy.
-Carol V. Oaks

A
7-10
Fict

Hansen, Joyce. Out From This Place. Walker & Company, 1988. ISBN 0-8027-6816-4.
$13.95. 135 pp.
"Easter didn't know her exact age or where she came from or who her parents were. When
a young child, she had been given as an Easter present to Martha Jennings." Easter's story
describes a little-known aspect of the Civil War and emancipation of the black slaves. In 1865,
newly freed slaves were given land to workoffthe Carolina coast. They were given two dollars
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a week and the promise that it would be theirs. Later that same year, President Andrew Jackson
changed this policy and the land was returned to its former owners. Many of Easter's friends
fought to keep the land that was promised to them, but they were forcibly removed by the army.
But Easter, unlike her friend s, doesn't care for the land. She hates working in the cotton field
and instead, convinces her friends to let her care for their small children as their pareryts work
the fields . Easter learns to read and write from Miss Grantly, the teacher sent from the Mis'sion
Society, and she saves her money until she can leave the island and search for Obi. It was with
Obi that Easter had escaped from the Jennings plantation, and although once she had
considered Obi as an older brother, Easter sensed the change in their friendship before they had
become separated during the escape. She longed for the freedom to search for Obi, but she must
earn the money she needed first. Waiting for Obi, Easter tends the children, studies with Miss
Grantly, and learns about freedom. A fascinating look at slavery and the Civil War in a new
light, Hansen's novel about Easter and her friends is worth reading. It flows smoothly and
sustains interest.
-Valerie Holladay
A
6+
Fict

Howard, Ellen. Her Own Song. Atheneum,1988. ISBN 0-689-3144-2. $12.95. 150 pp.
Eleven-year-old Mellie knew that she had been adopted when she was four years old, but she
knew nothing of her life before that time. Her adoptive mother had died when she was five and
she lived with her father and his sister in 1905 Seattle. One day, when some of the children were
taunting a Chinese laundry man and the little girl who was with him, Mellie, not understanding
why, suddenly felt like running away. She wanted the other children to like her, but she could
not participate in their ridiculing of these Chinese people.
Some days later, Mellie's father is hurt at work and rushed to the hospital. Her aunt has just
left on vacation and Mellie has no one to turn to for help. Suddenly, there is the Chinese laundry
man who offers his help and comfort. Mellie feels like she has known him before, but she can't
quite remember from where. Struggling to take care of herself until her father can return home,
Mellie find s herself drawn to Chinatown and the discovery of her past. Two jade bracelets, a
locket and a certificate help Mellie in her search. Based on an article that Ellen Howard found
in a newspaper about the early Chinese in the Northwest, this is a unique story about family
love and its strength. The style is most interesting. Interspersed throughout the first part of the
book are short chapters-written in italics-that help you piece together the mystery, and lead,
step by step to Mellie's discovery. A most enjoyable story, well told.
-Helen Hoopes
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Hughes, Dean. Family Pose. Atheneum, 1989. ISBN 0-689-31396-9. $12.95. 188 pp.
David, age 12, has been completely alone in the world since his parents and brother were
killed in a car wreck. Experiences in foster homes are unhappy, and he runs away from the
last one. Finding his way to an older hotel in downtown Seattle, he sneaks inside and falls
asleep in a service room. When a bellboy discovers David, the night staff conspires to keep
him temporarily in the hotel, taking pains to hide him from management and the day crew,
while they seek a solution to his problem.
Hughes' story had exceptional insight and staying powers for two reasons. First, the
characters are carefully crafted, unique, and interesting. David, especially, climbs naturally
into the reader's heart with his personality of contradictions: he believes the worst, yet always
hopes for good things despite himself; he is brave, yet paralyzed by fear; he wants to be fiercely
independent, yet he longs to be comforted and cared for. He simply rings true as a human
being, and his struggles with himself round out his personality. Hughes involves the reader
in David's problem by making his situation credible, heartbreaking, and suspenseful.
Second, the picture oflife in a worn, downtown hotel is compelling. The details of hotel life,
particularly among the night staff, are fresh, and by tum, sad and funny: their personal
tragedies, the ritual of 2:00 a.m. pie from the 24-hour diner across the street, and the games
they play on the switchboard to relieve middle-of-the-night boredom. The story is richly
layered with details of their loneliness, but mutual fondness, which makes life bearable in a
temporary nighttime world.
In short, the story honestly explores a range of hope and heartbreak with an enviable
balance-not too cynical, not too happy-and a satisfying resolution.
-James Jacobs
Jansson, Tove. The Summer Book. Schocken Books, 1988. (paperback) ISBN 0-80-52080-X.
$6.95. 166 pp.
Tove Jansson has evidently used memories to help create the atmosphere of summer on a
Scandinavian island in this outstanding book. The idyl is punctuated with growing pains and
insights into aging as young Sophia and her grandmother explore the forest, the forbidden
ravine, and the beach.
One day, Grandmother suggests building Venice in the marsh pool with stones and bits of
wood. The grandmother fantasizes a daughter in the palace who throws china dinner plates
out the window. "I know what the mother said," she promptly declares, "She said, 'My dear
cllild;do you think there's no end to your mother's china'?" And then, according to Sophia,
the daughter promises to only throw the golden plates in the future.
"It had been a very long time since the grandmother had been in Venice, but she could
remember the names of all the streets because her memory was best for things that happened
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long ago. "One day, there was a grecn salamander in the Grand Canal and traffic had to make
a long detour," writes Jansson.
It is somehow incidental that Sophia's mother has died and her father, though present with
them on the island, is separated on an island of his own feelings. This is a well-written, lyrical
book that will appeal to older children and to adults.
-J ean Marshall

*

8+
Nonfict

Kantor, MacKinlay. Gettysburg. Landmark Books, Random House, 1952; renewed, 1980;
republished, 1987. ISBN 0-394-9032304. $7.99. 151 pp.
Part of the Landmark Books Series, Gettysburg is a most remarkable retelling of the events
surrounding the Battle of Geuysburg during the Civil War. Three pencil-drawn maps, a list of
officers on both the Union and the Confederate sides, and a copy of "Lincoln's Geuysburg
Address" help to make this book understandable and thorough. With 7,000-10,000 dead and
30,()()() wounded, this was one of the most atrocious baules of the Civil War. Kantor has made
these men seem to come back to life and fight the battle all over again before our very eyes.
There were many little things that Kantor did in the writing of this book that made it most
intriguing. For instance: he would tell of an incident that occurred there at Gettysburg, and
then, using that experience as a base, he would leave Geuysburg and the Civil War period to
teach us, by implication, how the lesson applies to us today. Forexample: When he was talking
about General Hooker, who in an earlier baule at Chancellorsville (Virginia), had not been in
"any condition to direct his officers during important hours of the battle." It was supposed that
he had been drunk. "Drunk or sober, he was not the world's greatest commander, nor the
Nation's." Then Kantor inserts an aside to tell us what qualities are essential for a man to have
in order to be a successful military leader. "He must have wisdom and patience and imagination, and it does not appear that Joe Hooker was endowed with any lion's share of these
qualities." Later in the book, when describing the great number of Civil War Generals who
were killed because they were required to lead their troops into baule, Kantor digresses, again,
into a discussion of modem warfare and the cost of educating military leaders and their
placement on the baule field (not on the front lines, but protected so that they could continue
to direct the battle). I really appreciated these insights. It was like going to the store for your
basic staples and then receiving many wonderful, little free prizes thrown in just for having
made the effort to enter the store.
Another gem I discovered was the bits of little-known information that Kantor had
painstakingly researched and slipped into the telling. Forexample: The soldiers marching into
battle with bullets flying all around them, killing their comrades, and pausing to read the sign
posted in the Geuysburg cemetery that said: "All persons found using firearms in these grounds
will be prosecuted with the utmost vigor of the law;" and the story of Father Corby granting
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mass absolution to the men of the Second Brigade (mostly Irish Catholics) just before they
entered into the battle where most of them were killed. I greatly appreciate the style with which
Mr. Kantor has told this gruesome tale. An excellent way to learn history.
-Helen Hoopes
Kellogg, Steven. Prehistoric Pinkerton. Dial Books for Young Readers, 1987. ISBN 0-80370322-8. $12.89. Unpaginated.
Have you ever wanted to meet a real dinosaur? Well, come to the museum with Pinkerton
and you may find yourself closer to a "dinosaur" than you ever thought you'd be.
Pinkerton, the Great Dane puppy, is losing his puppy teeth, which makes him want to chew
on everything from broomsticks to piano legs. Rather than leave him home to wreak more
havoc on the house, his little girl puts him in a stegosaurus costume and takes him on a field
trip to the dinosaur museum. You can imagine Pinkerton's delight at seeing so many large
"chew-sticks!"
As always, Steven Kellogg's pictures are delightful. With bright colors, lots of action and
a Great Dane puppy as lovable as a Stegosaurus itself, Kellogg expands his text in high comic
fashion. Especially good is his series of pictures showjng Pinkerton chewing through the
neighbor's hammock tree, while the neighbor sleeps, until tree, hammock and all are suddenly
on the ground.
The text is spare and understated, to give room and scope for the illustrations. "Pinkerton!
Come back!" tells a lot, but seeing a stegosaurus jumping a fence in a mad dash for a
Diplodocus toe tells a lot more.
Kellogg's loveable puppy is as charming and disarming as ever, and young children will
love to see, hear, and read this new book about Pinkerton.
-Jan Staheli

A
Pre-3
Fict
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Kingston, John. Longman Illustrated Dictionary of Geography: The Study of the Earth, Its
Landforms and Peoples. Longman, 1988. ISBN 0-582-02163-4. $8.95. 256 pp.
I have never owned a really good geography dictionary because they start at about $50.
Imagine my delight at finding one for $8.95.
There are twenty-five chapters divided amongst units on Physical Geography, Human and
Economic Geography, Applied Geography, and General Terms. In addition, there are
Appendixes and an Index. Each page is lavishly illustrated in color, and words are arranged
alphabetically within sections.
The strength of this dictionary'is that it is tailored to high school students, yet it has all of
the latest information such as "greenhouse effect," "acid rain," and other appropriate
technology. Even the 7th Approximation soil classification is there. There are even terms that

A
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I am not familiar wiLh, i.e., "Gutenberg discontinuity," which " .. .lies 2900 Jan down." That is
a lillie too deep for Geography 101, which I Leach.
- Thomas K. Hinckley

*

LeGuin, UrsulaK. CatwingsReturn. Illustrated by S.D. Schindler. Orchard Books, 1989. ISBN
0-531-05803-8. $10.95. 49 pp.
Cat-lovers will enjoy Lhis little fantasy and pass it around to oLher cat-lovers, but, like
LcGuin's oLher stories, Lhis is more thanjusta cat story. It speaks of Thelma, Roger, Harriet,
and James, four cats who live in a bam in Lhe country. They are discovered by two children
who find them hiding and then come each day to secretly feed them. Secrecy is necessary
because Lhese four cats are winged flying tabbies who desperaLely need proLection against
ordinary human society.
Then Harriet and James-(or the more venturesome ones)-longing to see again Lheir
mother and the old dumpster on the shabby city street where they were born, decide to fly home
and satisfy their lonely desire. It is a long and hard trip, and when they arrive, they learn that
Lheir mother and Lhe old dumpster are gone, and Lhe building where it stood is to be destroyed
by a neighborhood demolition crew the next day. Flying into Lhe attic to rest for the night, they
discover a small, very frightened black kitten, wiLh wings-obviously a relative of Lheirs who
is terrified by the terrible racket in Lhe neighborhood, and by these arriving winged strangers.
Any child-or adult for that matter-who gelS this far into the story will want to read more!
-Carol V. Oaks

B+
Pre+
Fict
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Marshak, Samuel. The Pop Grew Up. Henry Holt & Co., 1989. ISBN 0-8050-0952-3. $13.95.
32 pp.
This striking picture book is a simple, nonsense tale conveyed in remarkably offbeat
illustrations. A lady boards a train wiLh a bizarre assortment of luggage including a Pekingese.
The fate of the little dog remains a mystery, and the conclusion is disarming.
Marshak was loved as a children's book author in the Soviet Union in Lhe early '20's and
'30' s. He is considered a major influence in the shaping ofliterature for children there. He also
established the first children's Lheater and the first children's literary magazine. He died in
1964.
The illustrator, Radunsky, was also born in Russia, but he currently lives in New York City.
His illustrations reflect the style of European commercial art of Lhe late '20's and '30' s when
Lhe book was originally published.
-Jean Marshall

K+
Ficl.
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Meltzer, Milton. Rescue: The Story of How Gentiles Saved Jews in the Holocaust. Harper &
Row, 1988. ISBN 0-060-24210-8. $12.89. 168 pp.
The first question that the Levite asked was, "If I stop to help this man,
what will happen to me?" But then the good Samaritan came by, and he
reversed the question. "If I do not stop to help this man, what will happen
to him?" That is the question before you.

A
12+
Nonfict

This question, posed by Martin Luther King, Jr. during his last speech, given in Memphis,
Tennessec, April 1968, opens MelLzer'sRescue. The author has compiled historically sound,
documented vignettes recounting acts of heroism performed by non-Jews on behalf of Jews
during the Holocaust era in Europe. The accounts are wriLLen in an intelligent and flowing style
appropriate for the projected audience. The narrative is tense, moving, exciting! The reader
feels drawn into the crisis. The complexities involved in hiding Jews are made known to the
reader and he participates in the plans made, the anxieties felt, and the joy or despair at the
outcome.
The author's methods inel ude the posing of questions in the middle of the narrative, drawing
the reader into the position of the rescuer who must ask himself what to do and how to do it.
Answers are presented in a flowing style so that the material is not disjointed. Additionally,
simple maps highlight areas mentioned in the specific accounts so that the reader realizes that
heroic acts of compassion were not confined to one geographical area, but took place all over
Europe.
Rescue transcends geographical boundaries, politics, race, religion, gender and the decades
from then to now.
-Gabi Kupitz
Miranda, Anne. Baby Walk. Dorothy Scott, Illustrator. Dutton,1989. ISBN 0-525-44421-1.
$8.95. Unpaginated.
The book begins with a toddler having breakfast, progresses through his getting dressed,
continues with a walk to the park where the child experiences a variety of activities, and ends
wi th his return home. No more than three words summarize the action on each page: "Go out."
"Big push." "All fall down."
Like many books for the very young, the subject and events are not dramatic, but reflect daily
life of the preschool child. How is this one different? It is "A Lift-and-LookFlap Book." On

A
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Fict
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almost every page, a paper door opens in the art to change the focus of the picture. The mother
prepares to push the child in a swing. The door then can be opened which covers the earlier
image of a boy waiting and now the page shows him already in night on his swing. "Hands
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up" shows the boy ready to put on his shirt. When the door is opened, he is proudly looking
at the shirt already put on his body. The flaps are sturdy as well as manageable by two-yearold fingers.
-James Jacobs

A

Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Nigh/pool. Harper & Row Junior, 1987. ISBN 0-694-05605-7.
$2.95. 250 pp.
"To know what is past is to know what can be." Armed only with a vague memory of a
beautiful, loving mother and sister left behind, Tebriel is a pawn in the rebel power struggle
to overthrow or replace the tyrant Sivich who has betrayed their father. When he escapes to
the otter colony (Nightpool) with grievous wounds and additional loss of memory, he receives
an uncertain welcome. His arrival at the colony marks the middle of the book. After a period
of water training and healing, marked by conflict among the otters over his unprecedented
arrival, Teb's memory returns, and with it, the Hydra, monstrous but compelling, prompting
Teb toward his destiny.
This is obviously the beginning volume of another of Murphy's sequence fantasies, but the
quality of writing is so far above the run-of-the-mill science fiction or fantasy that the reader
cannot object even to the obvious. In fact, the cry comes clearly up: More, More, More!
-J anet Francis

*

National Geographic Society. You Won't Believe Your Eyes! National Geographic Society,
1987. ISBN 0-87044-616-9. $7.50. 104 pp.
The National Geographic Society has a winner in You Won't Believe Your Eyes!, a book
about optical illusions divided into five sections. The first section explains the operation of the
eye and how it can be fooled. This is followed by sections telling how artists make use of
illusion in their paintings, how inovie makers fool us with special effects, how nature provides
protective illusions for animals, and, fmally, how they are used by magicians in their tricks.
The photography is excellent, the examples do indeed confuse and fool your eyes, and the
sections on special effects and animal camouflage show the stunning examples of illusions.
Finally, even I did one of the magic tricks in about 5 minutes. This last section should provide
incentive for lots of young magicians to start their careers in the art of magic.
-Lillian H. Heil

9-12
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Nonfict
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Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux. Always Gramma. IlJustratcd by Kimanne Uhler. Putnam, 1988.
A+
ISBN 0-399-21542-5. $13.95. 32 pp.
All ages
With old age senility and Alzheimer's disease being popular "current event" topics for
RFict
PB
picture books in the last couple years, I ordered Always Gramma more to demonstrate I was
a sensitive book buyer, aware of social and family issues, rather than being excited about this
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particular handling of the topic. Luckily, the illustrator was successful in designing a cover
that portrayed warmth and emotion. This was my first clue that this book was definitely
superior to other cute books I had read on this topic. Blue and green watercolors are used to
create a gently impressionistic background of grass, trees, and a lake, while the pictured
grandma and girl arc obviously sharing a quiet, loving, thoughtful time. Instantly, the pictures
generated wonderful memories of days I had spent with my grandmothers. Now, I was drawn
to the book.
Yes, the story is of a grandmother, perfect in the eyes of her granddaughter, who loses her
memory and must finally be placed in a nursing home. Yes, the girl must struggle with the
change in her grandmother. But, because the theme of the story is more than just senility (one
offamily, love, giving, memories, and the very natural cycleofbirlh and death - helplessness
and helpfulness), the young girl has a framework of values and examples to deal with the
change.
Now Gramma' s in a nursing home ... Momm y feeds her like she's a baby.
Mommy says she doesn't mind because Gramma did the same for her when
she was little. Some people wonder why we visit her so often. They say
Gramma doesn't know we are there . . . But I remember everything. I
remember our swims in the creek. I remember our walks in the woods .. .
And I remember every song she ever taught me. I believe that somewhere
deep inside Gramma remembers, too.
-Janet Low
Nixon, Joan Lowery. If You Were a Writer. IlIustratcd by Bruce Degen. Macmillan, 1988. ISBN
0-027-68210-2. $13.95. Unpaginated.
In If You Were A Writer, Melia's mother answers her questions about how to be a writer and
Melia's imagination provides the examples. The book is a humorous introduction to the
following six practical steps for story writers:
1. You think of words that make pictures.
2. You feel the words inside and you know they are right.
3. You think of words that show what is happening.
4. You let ideas bounce in your brain and watch them grow by asking yourself, "What if?"
5. You start your stories with something interesting so people want to know what happens
next.
6. You tum ideas into stories by inventing an imaginary character to fit your idea.
Melia's efforts to put all the rules into practice arc imaginati ve and childlike providing good
examples for each rule and letting child readers know that they, too, can be writers. They also
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let children know that it's fun to be a writer. Lowry docs not talk about the frustrations and
difficulties and hard work involved in writing, but then that's not really appropriate for an
introduction to writing. The important thing is to get them started.
Degen's colorful illustrations reinforce the feeling that writing is an active, exuberant, and
imaginative process that all of us can do. This book would be a good handbook for both parents
and teachers who want to encourage children to write stories.
-Lillian H. Heil
C
10-12
Fict

Osborne, Victor. Moon Dream. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1989. ISBN 0-688-08778-7. $11.95.
134 pp.
Young Rupert awakens from a nightmare about the horrid, shapeless Grabblies, and finds
to his horror that his cousin Katy is missing from her bed. It wasn' t a dream! Fortunately, a
flying ship anchors outside his window, and he joins forces with the grizzled old sea-dog
captain in hunting down the hated and feared Grabblies. When Rupert accidently falls out of
the ship into a dark forest, he makes new animal friends who join in the search for Katy.
Naturally, Katy is found, the Grabblies beaten, and the battle won.
Although the novel is smoothly written, the plot reads a bit like a donut-there is a big hole
in the middle. The adventure starts out good enough, but loses its grip during the middle
chapters when Rupert wanders into the forest and recruits a few more friends to help in the
search. So little happens in the forest that the momentum established in the beginning chapters
is lost. When Rupert at last finds the castle that houses the kidnapped Katy and the wicked
Wizard and his ghoulish Grabblies, the escape provides some adventure with the flying ship
reappearing in the nick of time; but by then, the reader no longer cares about Katy. Character
development is so slim that Katy' s worth is never really determined, nor is Rupert's motivation
to rescue Katy.
The Wizard and his Grabblies are perhaps the strongest characters. The Wizard kidnaps
children to capture their dreams since those dreams have magic in them. Since nightmares have
the strongest magic, they will be programmed into a giant computer which the Wizard will use,
ultimately, to control the minds of all children (by giving them a nightmare every night). But
the Wizard lacks force and the Grabblies appear too late to give vigor to a lackluster novel.
-Valerie Holladay

A
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Parnall, Peter. Feet. Macmillan , 1988. ISBN 0-02-770110-7. $13.95 Unpaginated.
Reader's who have never given much attention to the feet of animals will be jolted into taking
a careful look atthem in Peter Parnall's Feet. The large size of the feet grabs the viewer's eyes
first, and Parnall's skillful use of line accurately captures the shape and texture of each pair of
feet. Since the feet are the only part of the animal shown in the big pictures, the reader quickly
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moves into trying to figure out to which animal they belong. Parnall has made this guessing
game painless because the background shows the natural habitat for each pair of feet, and as
these smaller details are scanned, the reader sees a small drawing of the whole animal right
there amidst his environment. Correct or incorrect guesses are quickly confmned and the
reader turns the page ready to begin the next round of this visual game.
Parnall has succeeded in pushing his reader to look carefully at one of the neglected, but
important parts of the animal anatomy. Because your attention is focused on many different
kinds of feet, you notice the differences and understand how they allow that animal to run,
climb, swim, and survive in very different geographical settings. His minimal text points out
characteristics of each pair, but adults could have pure fun discussing with children how
animals' feet help them live and survive in the world of nature.
-Lillian H. Heil
Rice, Melanie & Chris. I Like Painting. Warwick Press, 1989. ISBN 0-531-19056-0. $1l.90.
44 pp.
I Like Painting , is an excellent introduction to art for young children and for the teacher and
parent looking for inspiration.
Within this short book, the authors discuss famous paintings and their artists. Art techniques
(perspective, mixing colors, line, etc.) are shown. To draw the reader into the book and invite
active participation, good questions are asked in reference to the paintings shown and
discussed. Activities are suggested, shown, and explained in detail. Art terms are briefly
defmed in language appropriate for the audience. Paintings discussed are captioned. For
example, in the unit entitled "Silhouettes", two silhouettes are shown at the top of the page
under the main heading. The definition follows thusly:

A
1-9
Nonfict

"A silhouette is a shape colored black, like a shadow."
brief example follows:
"Some artists use silhouettes to add interest to their painting. In
Rembrandt's portrait, the light shines on the baby and his father, but the
mother is in silhouette."
he portrait is strategically placed alongside the definition and it is captioned: "Rembrandt
Rign: The Holy Family" and at the bottom of the page the question: "Can you find the
ouettes of a man in a doorway on pages 16 and 17 and another silhouette on page 21?" The
ivity on the next page shows how to make one's own silhouette portrait.
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This book is so full of information, participatory activities, and insights that the most nonartistic child (or adult) will be touched with a sense of wonder and interest in art and the creative
process. He may even, by involving himself via the well-laid-out activities, come to discover
its excitement for himself.
-Gabi Kupitz
A

Rosenberg, Maxine B. Artists ofHandcrafted Furniture at Work. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1988.
ISBN 0-688-06875-8. $14.95. 61 pp.
Our world, if not fake, is certainly cheap-in the most pejorative sense. Everywhere we see
formica with identically reproduced wood grain, and now, in a great meanness of soul, we have
learned to print wood grain on contact paper which is then stuck on particle board and made
into what is loosely called "furniture." Given this, it is no surprise that handcrafted furniture
is making a comeback. This book details the craftsmanship of David Ebner, Graham
Blackburn, Rosanne Somerson, and Alphonse Mattia.
Rosenberg consistently writes of these woodworkers as though she were one, also. She has
the rare ability to give the view from the inside. The design process is especially well described.
Ancona shows equal skill with the camera, lens angle, camera angle, depth of field,light, and
shadow, all of which are used to telling advantage; and yet, the pictures all have a candid
quality. The picture I like best is Graham Blackburn using a snipebill to clean a moulding.
Every high school with a wood-shop program should have a copy of this book. Its inspiration
would provide a great contrast to the sameness of the Ethan-Allen-Catalogue-inspired pieces
at the Young Craftman's Fair.
-Thomas K. Hinckley

B
6-8
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Ryland, Cynthia. A Kindness. Orchard Books, 1988. ISBN 0-531-0576704. $13.95. 117 pp.
Chip, a mature, responsible, wiLLy I5-year-old computer freak, narrates what happens when
his artist mother Anne announces that she is pregnant. Chip's father, an ex-hippie, deserted
Anne when Chip was born, and together, Chip and Anne share a close, mutually protective
relationship. She refuses to reveal who the father of Lhe child is and Chip resents the intrusion
that the baby threatens to be as much as he resents his mother keeping the father's identity a
secret.
This book is about many things, including Chip's tendency to take responsibility for
everyone and everything: his mOLher, the new baby, the aparLment, school, and everything both
inside and outside his own life. But the story belongs LO Anne as well. Ryland creates a
sympathetic character who loves a man who is married LO someone else. Anne's agent for many
years, Ben, doesn't know that Anne is in love wiLh him. They see each other only once a year
when Anne leaves Seattle to take her paintings to New York for Ben to exhibit. When Ben's
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family experiences a tragedy, Anne spends the night with Ben and conceives a child. Anne's
brief sexual encounter with a married man, and subsequent choice to raise the baby without
a father, could be considered questionable for your readers. But at the same time, Ryland
shows that both Anne and Ben recognize the wrong they have done and know it cannot be
repeated. Anne rejccts the option of abortion that Chip easily suggests, and she chooses not
to tell Ben, nor to make any demands on him. When Ben learns about the child from an angry
Chip, Ben considers marrying Anne, but recognized that he would hurt many people.
I have mixed feelings about this book. It would be a high-interest easy-reading book for
junior high and high school students, but it could also appear to condone adultery. Nevertheless, it is a compassionate and well-written story of a mother's relationship with her son, as
well a woman's decision to cope with a difficult situation.
-Valerie Holladay
Savage, Deborah. Flight of the Albatross. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1989. ISBN 0-39545711-4. $14.95. 258 pp.
Fifteen-ycar-old Sarah leaves her father behind in New York to spend the summer in New
Zealand with her distantly admired mother who left her husband and six-year-old Sarah in
order to pursue a successful career as an ornithologist. Sarah finds, again, that she must play
second fiddle to her mother's career, and alone, she explores the Great Kauri Island. One day
she finds a rare, wounded albatross, and with the help of a gruff and mystic old woman and
an angry, rebellious Maori boy, Sarah takes care of the albatross. Her friendship with Mako,
the young Maori, teaches her about her own unusual gifts and the unique role that Mako will
have in bringing peace between his people and the white people.
Although the theme of intercultural conflict is not new, the author skillfully creates a
personal and intense understanding between her two young characters. Savage, who lived in
New Zealand for a time, reveals her own deep respect and love for the culture and the land.
The lush descriptions of New Zealand are accompanied by a glossary of terms at the back of
the novel. The dialogue is occasionally bumpy, almost didactic, but the reader who perseveres
will find lyrical passages that are profoundly moving. Although handled in a very subdued
manner, young Sarah and Mako share a sexual encounter.
The novel is an absorbing and uplifting tale of self-discovery, and friendship between people
of different cultures.
-Valerie Holladay
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Schenk de Regiers, Beatrice; Eva Moore; Mary Michaels White; and Jan Carr. Sing a Song of
Popcorn. Illustrated by Marcia Brown, Leo and Diane Dillon, Richard Egrelski, Trina
All ages
Schart Hyman, Arnold Lobel, Maurice Sendak, Marc Simont, and Margot Jemack.
Poetry
Scholastic Inc, 1988. ISBN 0-590-40645-0. $16.95. 142 pp.
This volume of poetry includes one hundred twenty-eight poems by noted poets. It contains
short poems that were carefully selected and have already proven their popularity with
children. The celebrated artists have added to the meaning and the enjoyment of these poems.
The volume includes a brief sketch of each artist; a table of contents with poems organized
under themes, each theme illustrated by a different artist; and an index by titles and authors.
This book is meant to be in both home and school libraries. It is well-bound and has a
beautiful format. It is meant to be read aloud.
--Catherine Bowles
A+
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Uchida, Yoshiko. The Two Foolish Cats. Illustrated by Margot Zemach. Macmillan, 1987.
ISBN 0-678-50397-0. $12.95. Unpaginated.
The fact that Daizo is big and fierce, and that Suki is small and skinny, does not guarantee
that either of these two foolish cats have much brain. In somewhat more elaborate prose than
oriental moral tales usually allow, we are made acquainted with the two who do share one
quality-greed. Food is hard to come by and when they both miss the mice and the fish, two
unevenly sized rice cakes provide the story of two friends/rivals who must lose all to gain
wisdom. Wise Monkey ends up with a full stomach (virtue's reward?) while the two felines
slink hungrily home to the sound of the forest's laughter.
The illustrations by Margot Zemach incorporate the spare grace we associate with oriental
art, fleshing them out with more detail, color, and solidity-but not too much. They alone
would make the book worthwhile.
-Janet Francis

Ventura, Piero. Michelangelo's World. Putnam, 1989. ISBN 0-399-21S93-X. $13.95.
Unpaginated.
3-7
Ventura, wi!.h help from Roberto Pasini, has given readers a vivid portrait of Michelangelo
Biography
and his world. The text is in the first person as if the sculptor were telling his own story, but
PB
I did not find this objcctionable even though it makes the book a fictionalized biography.
Ventura's masterful illustrations ofI tal Yand its pcopleare so convincing that I felt as ifI were
there wi!.h Michelangelo living his life as he told about it. The text brings to light the troubled
political times of the late 1400's and early] SOO's which forced !.he artist to flee, hide from, and
sometimes defy those in power. It's lucky for us that he had both marvelous talent and powerful
friends to allow him to complete as many works of art as he did.
A
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Ventura' s plentiful use of white spaces pushes the viewer to focus on the architecture of the
buildings and the activities of the people. The reader absorbs a feel for the country as well as
the facts about the life of a world famous artist. The illustrator's dramatic use of perspective
helps to highlight the drama: for example, the unveiling of the Pieta and the effort it took to
dig and cart away huge blocks of marble from the steep hills of Carrara. In this book the
illustrations do indeed bring a famous artist's world to life for modem readers-both child and
adult.
-Lillian H. Heil
Willis, Jeanne. Earthlets as Explained by Professor Xargle. Illustrated by Tony Ross. Dutton,
1989. ISBN 0-52544465-3. $12.95 . Unpaginated.
Professor Xargle is hairy and lumpy, has five eyes, two snake-like tentacles, a bushy tail,
and is a fine shade of green. He is lecturing his class on an unidentified planet about the young
found on the planet earth~arthlets, which are the offspring of earthlings. His lesson covers
the range of Earthlet description and characteristics: only two eyes, one set of tentacles with
long feelers and another set with short feelers, born without fangs. He tells his class about
feeding, changing, daily activities, and more. At the end of the lesson, Professor Xargle's
students put on earth disguises which make them look like earth children in preparation for
visiting the planet to view real Earthlets close up.
The appeal of Earth lets lies in the clever description. About clothing: Because the fur on
an Earthlet's head does not keep it warm, Earthlets "are wrapped in the fuzz of sheep." Then
under a picture of a gray-haired woman knitting, we learn, "Earthlings called Grandma's
unravel the fuzz . Then with two pointed sticks, they make it into Earthlet wrappers." About
food: After a baby grows fangs, it gets more variety in its food. The parent mashes an egg or
a banana with a shiny tool. 'The mash is put on a little shovel and tipped into the Earthlet's
mouth, nose and ears." Tony Ross' whimsical illustrations are a perfect complement to Willis'
clever text
-James Jacobs
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Wisler,G.Clifton. ThisNewLand. Walker and Company, 1987. ISBNO-8027-6727-3. $13.95.
124 pp.
One of the Walker's Ameriean History Series for Young People, This New Land tells the
story of the Pilgrims who, aboard the Mayflower, came to Plymouth. The story is told through
the narrative of ten-year-old Richard Woodley and begins in Leyden, Holland as the "Saints"
begin making preparations to go to the New World. "Returning to England would have meant
imprisonment or perhaps worse" (because of their faith).
This well-written account helps the reader gain a greater insight into the struggles of this
brave band of people. We experience the cold, sickness, lack of food and shelter, and their
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growing relationships with the Indians who come to their rescue. The names become
people and we feel the sorrow as over half of them die that first winter. Wisler has do
remarkable job in personalizing this courageous group of people.
-Helen Ho
A
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Wisniewski, David. The Warrior and the Wise Man. Lothrop, 1989. ISBN 0-688-07889-3
688-07890-7. $13.95. Unpaginated.
To choose which of his twin sons should rule after him, the king proposes a trial: bring back
the five eternal elements, each guarded by a fierce demon. Identical physically, but vastly
different in temperament, the twins depart-Tozawmon,the warrior, on his powerful steed and
Towman,the wise man, on his donkey. Although an original, Wisniewski's story reads like
a traditional fantasy polished through the centuries of retellings. It is lean, clear, and satisfying.
Even more appealing than the story is the author-artist's unusual artwork. At first glance,
the illustrations reach out to the reader. At second glance, the reader sees why: they are all cutouts, finely detailed with a sharp artist's knife. The depth resulting from the overlays pulls the
reader's eye into the page. An author's note explains further the appeal of the art. The
technique alone attracts, but the research and attention to historical detail adds an additional
dimension of interest and credibility. Wisniewski explains how he chose the style, costumes,
and many details of the book. What was an unusually good experience the first time through
became even better after knowing more about the background and techniques. One fact from
that last page lingers and is typical of the care shown in the entire book. To make the art,
Wisniewski used more than 800 blades.
-James Jacobs
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Zubrowski, Bernie. Tops: Building and Experimenting with Spinning Toys. Illustrated by Roy
Doty. Morrow, 1989. ISBN 0-688-0881-2. $11.88.96 pp.
For children living in the whiz-bang of this microchip society, Zubrowski reminds us of the
fascination and magic in a spinning toy. Without being coy or pedantic, he spreads forth the
marvels of rotation in a way that makes the reader want to partake: how to build easy homemade tops, comparing tops made from different materials (tuna can, LP record, sponge-rubber
ball, ete.), using a kitchen hand mixer to launch tops, designing tops, and on and on. He also
gets into strobe lights, making and testing yo-yo's, and constructing a speed-measuring
machine.
Zubrowski's approach is noteworthy for a number of reasons. All of the materials are simple
and most are found around the house. The directions are clear, the questions are interesting,
and sound safety rules are scattered appropriately throughout. If the Goal is to light a child on
fire with simple and successful experiments, this book strikes a sure spark.
-James Jacobs
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